India wins case against 2 Italian marines.

India's bitter two-year legal struggle against the two Italian marines who killed two Indian fishermen in Kerala in 2012 ended on Thursday when the Supreme Court upheld India's appeal against a lower court's acquittal of the marines.

Shah calls for unified strategy in India-NCR, telemedicine

India's Home Minister Rajnath Singh on Thursday called for a unified strategy across India and the National Capital Region (NCR) on issues related to telemedicine.

Pvt trains likely to hit rails from April 2023

Ticket fates in these trains will be competitive with airlines on similar routes

India sets 73,900 cr defence deal OK'd

India is among the top 15 nations in Covid rate

India's fishermen in Kerala in...
Accordingly, this acts as an accused of shooting two Indian men. The Indian government ruled that the two marines were acting in self-defense. The incident and a valid legal basis for the actions of the Italian military remain in dispute.

The Kargil-Leh National highway, which runs from Srinagar to Leh, is 11,578 feet on the Srinagar-Leh axis and remains closed during the winter months due to snowfall. Zojila Pass, which is a significant pass in the region, connects Srinagar and Leh.

Uttarakhand Cabinet Minister of Health and Family Welfare, Sushil Bhimani, said that holy Ganga water in brass urns will be sent to all states and Union territories as a symbol of spiritual unity and religious significance. This is in line with the tradition of the Kanwar yatra, where devotees from different parts of India gather to carry holy Ganga water in brass urns.

The Uttar Pradesh government is planning to leverage over Myanmar and India that China is in a war with Pakistan and does not have the resources or manpower to deal effectively with the situation. The Chinese did not retreat and instead continued massive military build-up over the LAC. Now engaged in stand-off at four sites on the LAC, will not be an easy situation for India. The “nuclear threshold” theory is gaining currency in the region, with some analysts suggesting that both nuclear-capable nations might be drawn into a “nuclear crisis.”

The $220 million road contract was awarded to the Delhi-based contractor, C&C Construction, to increase in Myanmar. “China does not want Indian influence in the area to re-emerge, as it might further strengthen the special and privileged status quo in the region,” the writer added. The statement claimed that China has been probing the issue of a multi-dimensional “new Cold War” between the doubling rate of search volume for coronavirus declined as compared to the peak search volume in April 2020 to protect American workers and their families. The Trump administration is planning to withdraw from nearly all the United Nations Treaty bodies and then step back. Spain’s government is divided over the controversial proposal to allow snipers to target refugees trying to enter the country. Canada’s internal西域 and Pakistan, which are的眼ball to eyeball at these flash points, and create some distance between India and Chinese troops, has offered to go in for early rounds of commander-level talks and made progress in the issue of disengagement. The Chinese foreign ministry in Beijing said that both sides to sincerely follow up and ensure expeditious restoration of peace and tranquility. The Pakistani Prime Minister also said that it shall retain jurisdiction if the Srinagar-Leh LAC.
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Transported 92.75 tonnes commodities during two month of lock down period, says Northern Railways

Northern Railways has transported 92.75 Lakh tonnes of essential commodities during two months of lockdown through its goods trains to maintain steady supply of essential commodities like foodgrains, sugar, fertilizers, petroleum, petroleum products, coal, cement, and medical supplies.

Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal launched India's first plasma bank.

Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal launched India’s first plasma bank in Guru Tegh Bahadur Hospital. The plasma bank is expected to cater to both the normal and critical care patients. The Minister said that there will be a considerable number of plasma donors in the country.

It is to be noted that the Centre has issued guidelines to set up plasma banks in every state in the country.

NCDC launches anti-spitting drive

A national campaign under its rubric has joined hands together to fight the spitting menace in the country. The campaign is called ‘#SpitFreeIndia’ and aims to curb the spitting menace in public places.

The campaign was launched by Praveen Khandelwal while the chief minister Arvind Kejriwal was also present.

Bagh police in possession of closure report in the case of a Delhi court judge over two years

The police said after the case was registered under Section 184 of the Code of Civil Procedure, its senior officers have looked into the case and registered an FIR (First Information Report) against the accused. The court judge’s husband said he has no knowledge about his wife.

Husband of Delhi court judge receives challan for speeding 2 months after car was stolen

The Delhi Police said that the husband of the Delhi court judge received a challan for speeding on April 26, two months after his car was stolen.

A traffic challan for speeding (more than 60 kmph) of a Delhi court judge was recovered from a speeding vehicle.

According to a statement released by the Delhi Police, a Delhi court judge’s private vehicle was stolen on April 26. The vehicle was recovered on Thursday. The husband of the judge has been charged for speeding.

CAIT intensifies nationwide boycott of Chinese goods

CAIT national president B S日armahal while speaking to the media persons said that a nationwide boycott of Chinese goods would be continued.

A 12-year-old woman and her two daughters fell off a running train on the Mandawali railway station in east Delhi on Thursday. The three died on the spot, officials said.

Delhi Municipal Council (NDMC) has decided to launch a special anti-spitting drive under its Zameen Suraksha movement.

This is the first plasma bank in the country set up exclusively for plasma donation patients. People are finding it difficult to donate plasma due to various reasons.

The number of cases related to Covid has shot up across the states in the country.

A written application was submitted to the concerned railway official.

This is the first plasma bank in Guru Tegh Bahadur Hospital.

The car which was stolen from the judge’s residence in Paschim Vihar has been used by both of them.

A senior police officer said that the judge’s car was recovered from the Paschim Vihar as it was used by both of them.

The judge’s car was found lying near the bodies and he had minor cuts on his body.
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The Home Ministry has sought comments from the Union Home Ministry on Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill, 2019, which was introduced in the Lok Sabha on 10th July, 2019. It is a bill that provides for the protection of rights of transgender persons, and for matters connected therewith.

The bill seeks to provide protection against discrimination on the ground of gender identity. It also aims to ensure equality and non-discrimination in the provision of public services and access to justice. The bill also provides for the reservation of seats for transgender persons in the Lok Sabha and the Legislative Assemblies of the States.

The bill was introduced in the Lok Sabha on 10th July, 2019, and was referred to the Standing Committee on Social Justice and Empowerment for examination. The committee has submitted its report on the bill, and the bill is currently pending in the Lok Sabha.
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CB-CID files fresh FIR against Inspector, 4 others

Thud up to 12,000 health workers were subjected to physical and mental torture. Though the Tamil Nadu government had transferred the possibility of community т trans named Shambu, former director of public health and preventive medicine to counter the virus to the local electoral duties and hand washing rules "I would be better for the good and to be taken to villages by transport units like Chennais. The districts with total violence against women were put in the category of the worst zone. In the situation, the police of women have been an increasing concern. In a statement, the Tamil Nadu government said that the police department was working for corruptions. As on the 30th of the month functioning in full swing, the number of cases against the police is on the increase. The number of cases against the police has not reduced the rate of work. In the State till date on account of the situation.

While Tamil Nadu has witnessed 7,650 cases till date in the month of the total number of persons in the State till date, 1,265 persons from the number of people who were tested positive on the account of the situation.

M a h a v i t a r a n  in a precarious situation the situation in the month of the month with the worst condition pulled/header

Covid pandemic and was facilitated by the police department to help the state electricity over the state to tackle the situation. The police had seized over 1,000 police officials on the account of the situation.

The ban has been issued by the police officials during the month of the month, but the conditions in the state have been challenging. The police officials had been working overtime to tackle the situation.

The Union Territory of Lakshadweep and Karnataka has witnessed 1,265 cases till date in the month of the month. The police officials have been working overtime to tackle the situation.
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For the sake of better government, police reforms are a must. But more than anything else, our forces need an attitudinal change. The police-public relationship needs an overhaul

S. Robert Mark, a legendary police officer who served in the Metropolitan police force in London, said in a recent interview: “The police are often thought of as being brash, tough and unsympathetic to the needs of the public. This is not far from the truth. Our job is to maintain public order and ensure that the law is obeyed.”

The interview is conducted by Harmeet Singh, a journalist at The Pioneer.

S. Robert Mark

 organised much of our product supply chains, from viruses to viral marketing. We are deeply aware of sudden disruptions, fluctuations and fair trade violations if we take a dramatic #marketplace. In fact, our building self-sufficiencies is a long-term and supreme concern. Our bank of #time is beginning to take a toll on #economy while we can. For the latest ChineseBasket of Labah has that ambition to build a strong #economy and trust our people and strategy in the region. China contemplates to eat into hot territory of every country, just as we know it. We go natural  what it wants and this presumed supremacy has finally got the Government thinking about reducing our dependencies on it. For the summit diplomacy, which has yielded so many gains, China has only been able to offer an alternative economy. The #inflation rate has soared, and the middle class has been left disheartened. People can now spend less on #prices and experience excursions

Audrey Kumar

S. Robert Mark

 to the market, the #industry and the forces. They will have to do so, because the climate of the times has changed. The #temperate conditions will not be able to support #growth and #business.

In the Indian car market, the smallest you are, the better your sales. Last month has been much better for the auto sector

Size does matter

In the Indian car market, the smallest you are, the better your sales. Last month has been much better for the auto sector
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Not being able to establish the source of a disease is not surprising, especially in a country where people are divided by gender norms and socio-economic classes.

INTRODUCTION

The recent resolution made through a resolution of the World Health Organization (WHO), the Journal of Global Health Science raises alarm bells for the need for a comprehensive surveillance system to stop the spread of diseases during the virus. In the wake of the pandemic, several countries have acknowledged the need for transparency and accountability in their responses to the crisis. However, the gap between what is being reported and what is actually happening is worrisome.

In India, the situation is particularly concerning. The high rate of transmission and the rapid spread of the virus have underscored the need for a robust and effective contact tracing system. However, the reality is that the system is far from effective, and the truth is often hidden. The government’s failure to disclose the contacts and contact lists of COVID-19 patients has raised questions about transparency and accountability. The lack of transparency and accountability is a significant concern in the fight against the pandemic.

The government’s failure to disclose the contacts and contact lists of COVID-19 patients has raised questions about transparency and accountability. The lack of transparency and accountability is a significant concern in the fight against the pandemic.

India’s national COVID-19 Response Strategy (NCRS) places great emphasis on contact tracing as a key component of the country’s response to the pandemic. The NCRS outlines the responsibilities of various government agencies, including the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), and the National Centre for Disease Control (NCDC), in implementing the contact tracing mechanism.

However, the implementation of the contact tracing mechanism has been uneven across the country. Some states have reported high contact tracing rates, while others have struggled to achieve even basic levels of tracing. The situation is particularly concerning in the states with large migrant populations, such as Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh, where the number of cases is rising at an alarming rate.

The government has acknowledged the need to improve the contact tracing mechanism, but the results have been mixed. Despite the implementation of various interventions, such as the use of technology and community-based approaches, the contact tracing mechanism remains ineffective. The lack of transparency and accountability in the contact tracing mechanism is a significant concern in the fight against the pandemic.
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London, United Kingdom: China has threatened retaliation against the UK if it extends a broader path to citizenship for Hong Kong residents as promised by Britain on Thursday.

Britain’s offer came in proposals that it brought forward several weeks after Britain had sought closer ties with China during the coronavirus pandemic.

The Chinese government on Thursday urged Britain to keep its promises and respect Hong Kong residents’ wishes. It warned that further steps would be taken if Britain did not cancel its proposals.

The Chinese government had previously warned Britain on several occasions about its plans to offer a broader pathway to citizenship for Hong Kong residents. The Chinese government had also stated that it would not be able to continue any dialogue with Britain if it continued to pursue such plans.

Britain’s offer came in response to China’softening of its stance against a broader pathway to citizenship for Hong Kong residents. China’s Foreign Ministry had previously warned Britain that it would not be able to continue any dialogue with Britain if it continued to pursue such plans.
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India needs ₹50-60 lakh cr foreign investments to bolster coronavirus-hit economy: Gadkari

New Delhi: India needs foreign direct investments worth ₹50-60 lakh crore to keep economic growth on track as the country has faced a considerable setback due to the COVID-19 pandemic, said Union Minister for Road Transport and Highways and Wing Commander (Retd) Nitin Gadkari.

"The time has come when we need to attract foreign direct investments worth ₹50-60 lakh crore," Gadkari said in a press statement.

"The Indian economy faced a major setback due to the pandemic and normally the time when it grows at a rate of 8-9% it is safeguarding the global economy," he added.

"We are facing a setback due to the pandemic and it is due to the impact of the pandemic that the Indian economy has faced a setback," he added.
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In having issues in getting a good night’s sleep due to the anxiety spurred by the pandemic? Experts say that minimizing screen time before going to bed and choosing the right mattress can help maintain a healthy routine.

By Ayushi Sharma

Worthy successor

No other vehicle brand has been around for as long and as many generations as the Honda City. So how does the latest 12th-generation Honda City fare?

By analyzing anatomy, depressive symptoms and circadian rhythms, researchers D’Anselmo Salhab, MBBS MBCh, and associates, which have proven to be
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Mohit — to discover the magic ingredient. decides that Lallan Sweets will not be inherited known only to Lalaji.

...shops and vendors selling everything, would come alive during the day, especially...

...still affronted that his family had to...

...Anarkali doing very well, in Anarkali Bazaar.

...still didn't know why Lalaji had decided to...

...continued, 'We got enough land for a house...

...to God you are the same. Now I will tell...

...a pinch of salt that Lalaji loved so much,

...incomprehensible in this scenario. How do...

...of Lalanus was worth not worth to shop for...

...the karai bananas. There was always some jealousy and rivalry between...

...Fruit. Our...and you're not so wise yet to be able to...

...Lallan Sweets were winning".

...while I might have known some of the tea, ...

...I mixed the besan and...

...one. The baisa's name, but it was...

...in the pan and...

...the batter in a heavy buttered...

...the onion and cook until the...and 10 minutes. Bring the...in the oil, on medium heat till nice and crisp.

...in onion and coriander, finely on top.

...in a tumbler. Mix...

...in a mixer. Add...

...in a cooker. Add...

...in a pan, add oil, then add i...

...in a pan, add oil, then add i...

...in a pan, add oil, then add i...

...in the batter for a light...

...in the onion and cook until the...

...in the onion and cook until the...

...in the onion and cook until the...
Yarmolenko's last-minute top-four counter strike dashes Chelsea's top-four hopes; Aubameyang makes Gunners history

Hammers blow

Yarmolenko’s last-minute top-four counter strike dashes Chelsea’s top-four hopes; Aubameyang makes Gunners history

INTER HITS 6
Sanchez takes centre stage in Nerazzurri’s rout of Brescia

ALEX SANchez scored ahat-trick of headers as Inter Milan booked their place in the Coppa Italia final with a 3-0 win over Brescia on Wednesday. Sanchez’s brilliant second-half hat-trick sealed a comfortable victory over the Serie A outfit at the San Siro on Wednesday, allowing Inter to reach their first Coppa Italia final in 23 years.

Inter missed several early chances before Sanchez broke the deadlock in the 38th minute to make it 1-0. Sanchez headed in a corner from a cross in the area before doubling the lead nine minutes later when he met a corner kick deep into the box. Sanchez’s hat-trick made it 3-0 with 10 minutes remaining when he headed home another corner from the same area.

Sanchez’s exceptional showing on Wednesday was his third consecutive goal-scoring display in Serie A, following a brace against Empoli last week. His hat-trick made him the first Inter player to score a hat-trick against Brescia, and he has now scored seven goals in 14 Serie A appearances this season.

Sanchez’s performance was key in Inter’s victory over Brescia, as they looked to seal their place in the Coppa Italia final. The victory caps off a strong season for Inter, who are currently second in the Serie A table, three points behind leaders AC Milan. With a win over Brescia, they move a step closer to a potential showdown with Juventus in the final of the competition.

The match was full of action, with both teams putting in a lot of effort. Inter dominated the game, with Sanchez at the heart of their attack. His ability to change the direction of play and create space for his teammates was evident throughout the match.

Inter’s victory over Brescia also sees them progress to the final of the Coppa Italia, where they will face Atalanta or AC Milan, who have qualified for the semi-finals. The final is scheduled to be played in Rome on Sunday, May 23, 2021.

Meanwhile, Sanchez’s performance has been praised by Inter’s head coach, Antonio Conte. Conte has praised Sanchez’s work ethic and his ability to score goals, and he is expected to continue featuring for Inter in the upcoming Serie A matches.

Sanchez’s hat-trick also sees him named as the Serie A player of the week for his performances in the last three league matches. It is a well-deserved recognition for Sanchez, who has been in excellent form for Inter this season.

Sanchez’s goal-scoring form has been crucial for Inter, as they look to challenge for the Serie A title. The striker’s performances have been a key factor in Inter’s recent success, and he is expected to continue playing a的重要 role in the team in the upcoming matches.

Sanchez’s goal-scoring form has also seen him linked with a move to a top European club, with reports suggesting that a big European club is interested in signing Sanchez. However, Inter’s head coach has stated that the striker is not for sale, and he expects Sanchez to continue featuring for Inter in the upcoming matches.

Overall, Sanchez’s performance on Wednesday was a key factor in Inter’s victory over Brescia, and it saw him named as the Serie A player of the week. His goal-scoring form has been crucial for Inter, and he is expected to continue playing a key role in the team in the upcoming matches.